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eBlessings International Daily Devotional Archives
enrich, inspire, encourage, bless, and empower spiritual warriors for end-time battles

prepared with the guidance of the Holy Spirit for spiritual growth and victory!

Devotionals Designed to Empower and Grow Our Spirits

OCTOBER2008OCTOBER2008OCTOBER2008
V i s i t D O T , a n d W O W E m p o w e r m e n t S e r i e s ,

p l u s P r o p h e c y , S p i r i t u a l K e y s & L e s s o n s , I A , P P a n d m o r e . . .

Each One! Bless One!
You Make a Difference!

* * * * *
But, let’s not be mistaken, the debates were professional and satisfied our
desires for good ole Americana when they are spending millions on
politics when 94% are suffering or at its beginning. Isn’t that just like the
antichrist—let them suffer?

“He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the
churches. To him who overcomes, I will give the right to eat from the
tree of life, which is in the paradise of God.”

REVELATION 2:7 (NIV)

merican Election 2008 - 8. There is so much that I would
love to tell you but time does not permit. I must start using video.
Much of what I have been telling you in this devotional series and

in the End of the World? Devotional series comes from the LORD, from
His Holy Family. What I am saying is, when I read many things, I see
between the lines. That is one reason I do not like to read the newspaper
because of what I see in it. I will begin to share this in future devotionals
because it seems that the general population cannot see what is coming.

Sometimes when I listen to people, I hear the Holy Spirit giving me a “play
by play” of what is really happening. There are many things I receive from
Christ Jesus which I share -- and much which I do not. I understand that
many of you may not understand or agree with what is said in some of the
devotionals written, but remember Jesus told me that the Oracles I was to
receive through eBlessings was to “Raise the spiritually dead; to raise an
Army for Christ.” So if you do not receive this information; it is not for you.
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This devotional series is also intertwined with the End of the World
devotional series. And really, I need to do one on the $700 billion Mark of
the Beast spiritual dis-investment. If you didn’t know it, foreign banks are
now staged to and are purchasing our American banks and soon will have
access to what is left of the $700 billion. You will see the consortium of the
Big 7 nations, which meet this Friday organize the world’s monies into one
large world-wide fund; maybe not this Friday but soon… very soon.

To the election. The debates were very prim and proper. Very
professional; and if we could eat professionalism, that is all we would
need. But you see, these two FAT CATS, (and do not be mistaken,
Obama is one, it just took him longer to become one) voted for the
BAILOUT and it seems the American public doesn’t understand that word,
“bailout.” Nor do they care that MILLIONS of dollars are in the hands of
BAILOUT EXECUTIVES who WE just bailed out—Golden Parachutes
which Congress acts as though they cannot take back—maybe they can’t
because of the laws they just wrote so they couldn’t? Huh!? You had best
read that line again.

So, whose interest do they have at heart: THEIRS. They will say they
have the interest of the country at hand—hey let’s not be mistaken about
it—WE ARE THE COUNTRY; the people are the country and you are
saving the top 6% of the country, not the rest of the 94%--and Oprah you
are in the 6%, let’s not be mistaken—and you too Tyler--finally.

The top 6% do not need help; the 94% do need assistance. From whence
shall this help come? But, let’s not be mistaken, the debates were
professional and satisfied our desires for good ole Americana when they
are spending millions on politics when the 94% are suffering. Isn’t that just
like the antichrist—let them suffer? Can you say Marie Antoinette?

This Election is so intertwined in Revelation; look opposite of America to
see what else is going on as it concerns Revelation events. Here is one
thing that is going on—Christian soldiers are fighting Turkish soldiers in
Iraq and being touted as Christian soldiers fighting Muslims. This is the
antichrist moving. Why? These soldiers are not Christian—they are
Catholic. Catholics are not Christian unless they are born-again and place
Jesus above the Virgin Mary. Catholics, you must remember, were the
CRUSADERS who helped, with Muslim and insurgent elements brought
death, pain, suffering, and destruction to humanity—the ANTICHRIST
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moving—the Crusades. And here it is trying to raise its ugly CRUSADE
head again, claiming to be Christian when it is not—parading around with
a CROSS which is the symbol of the antichrist which represents a “HEY
DAY” in the existence of the antichrist—crucifying Christians up until the
Holy Roman Catholic Church was manifested. So, be aware of Catholic
Soldiers claiming to be Christian unless they are re-born in Christ.

Election: the $700 billion “rush to injustice” (continued):

9. Where are the coffers of IRAQ in all of this?

10. Where are the Chinese who is getting all of our money from their

poor goods they sell us at the B-I-G MART?

11. What about the super rich Jews (JEWS: the slave name of

Hebrews. Are they continuing in the slave mentality of Ancient

Times and serving the same masters?) Note: they are still using

their slave names in open society (hear: “open circles,” unlike

“nic-nics” (Negros) who do not use theirs openly though they try;

we do it in “closed circles.” Do not ask me what “open” or “closed”

circles mean; this is the first I have heard of it—I will keep you

posted.

12. Where is Alan Greenspan? What does he have to say?

13. Why are some of these people not going to jail? If a juvenile “nic-

nic” steals a candy bar, the SYSTEM wants to try him as an adult

and put him in adult prison. If a FAT CAT steals $25 million, let’s

say on the conservative side, he gets a slap on the wrist. If he

defaults on his loans, he gets a bailout; if Joe Blow defaults, he

gets the pavement. And Americans say, “Hey, that’s okay. That is

how our system works.” Sure right! Bend over and take another

one. Americans, WAKE UP!
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14. Let’s not be mistaken, while we are being greedy over here; they

(the enemies of God) are killing Christians; not flesh and blood—

but powers, principalities, and spiritual wickedness in high places.

This devotional is about the prophecy of E2: “McCain to win by a
landslide,” found on the Prophecy page. Please read American Election
2008 -1, Monday 1 September 2008; September International Daily
Devotional Archives.

I am voting for Obama. At least that is what I plan to do. Do not be
mistaken, when one goes to vote, only one votes that vote. No matter
what they tell you how they voted, when they were in there, “only Jesus
knows” how they voted.

JESUS HAS MY VOTE

James Anthony Allen, a Disciple of Jesus
Evangelist, eBlessings Founder
Born-Again, Holy Spirit-filled, US Patriot
Stone Mountain, Georgia, USA, North America
Email: eblessings@gmail.com
(404) 735-7258
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